This paper presents a robust regression approach for image binarization under significant background variations and observation noises. The work is motivated by the need of identifying foreground regions in noisy microscopic image or degraded document images, where significant background variation and severe noise make an image binarization challenging. The proposed method first estimates the background of an input image, subtracts the estimated background from the input image, and apply a global thresholding to the subtracted outcome for achieving a binary image of foregrounds. A robust regression approach was proposed to estimate the background intensity surface with minimal effects of foreground intensities and noises, and a global threshold selector was proposed on the basis of a model selection criterion in a sparse regression. The proposed approach was validated using 26 test images and the corresponding ground truths, and the outcomes of the proposed work were compared with those from nine existing image binarization methods. The approach was also combined with three state-of-the-art morphological segmentation methods to show how the proposed approach can improve their image segmentation outcomes.
Introduction
Image binarization is a problem of estimating the binary silhouette of foreground objects in a noisy image. A good image binarization solution has been useful in many different contexts such as optical character recognition [1] , image segmentation using binarization [2] , and preliminary image segmentation prior to separating overlaps of foregrounds [3] . In particular, many existing morphological image segmentation algorithms [3, 4, 5] require the binary silhouette as inputs to find markers to individual foreground objects. The quality of their image segmentation is significantly affected by the accuracy of the binary silhouette input, so achieving a good binary silhouette estimate is essential. However, image binarization can be challenging under real-life situations such as uneven background and noises. This paper is concerned with an image binarization problem under uneven background and high image noises.
Our first motivating example is to detect nanoparticles in heavily noisy microscope images. A typical electron microscopic image has non-uniform background intensities due to the spatial variation of electron beam radiations (e.g. Fig. 1-(a) ) or due to the transitions between different background materials (e.g. Fig. 1-(b) ). In addition, microscope images typically contain significant noises. A simple and popular approach for detecting nanoparticles is morphological segmentation [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . The approach applies a series of morphological image operations to roughly locate or mark overlapping foreground objects in an input image, which guides the subsequent image segmentation based on watershed or other sophisticated methods. The first marking step takes the binary silhouette of foreground regions as an input, or the binary silhouette is internally generated by their built-in image thresholding units, which did not work very well under a varying image background and a low signal-to-noise ratio. With a good method for estimating the binary silhouette, the accuracy of many morphological image segmentation methods can be greatly improved.
The second motivating example is to detect typed texts or handwritten texts in document images. The image binarization is an important preliminary stage for document image analysis. Typical text document images have nonuniform background due to degradation of text documents as shown in For binarizing an image with varying background and significant noise, we propose a two-stage approach. The first stage is to estimate the varying background of an input image, which is then subtracted from the input image. With successful background estimation, the subtraction result would have a flat background. The second stage is to select a global threshold to threshold the subtraction result to an binary image. We propose robust methods to estimate the background and the global threshold.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related research and discusses the contribution of the proposed approach. Section 3 presents our approach. Section 4 presents the numerical performance of the proposed approach using 26 test images, with comparison to nine state-of-the-art methods. Section 5 concludes this paper with discussion.
Related Research
The image thresholding or image binarization problem has been extensively studied in computer vision. The simplest approach selects and applies one [2] or two thresholds [9] for an entire input image to classify individual pixels into foreground and background pixels. This is called the global thresholding approach. Depending on how threshold(s) are selected, the approach can be categorized into histogram shape-based, clustering-based, entropy-based, object attribute-based and spatial methods; several comprehensive reviews can be found in literature [10, 11] . The approach does not work well when an input image has background variations due to illumination effects or image degradation.
For images with nonuniform background, a local adaptive thresholding is more suitable. A popular approach for the local thresholding selects a threshold for each pixel, based on the local statistics within the neighborhood window centered at the pixel. Nikbalt [12] used the local mean M and the local standard deviation S to choose the local threshold M + k × S, where k is a user-defined constant. A weakness of this local approach is that if foreground objects are sparse in an input image, a lot of background noises would remain in the outcome binary image [13] . To overcome this weakness, Sauvola [14] modified the threshold to M × (1 + 0.5(1 − S/128)). Phansalskar [15] further modified it to deal with low contrast images.
Contrast threshold is also a popular local thresholding approach, which estimates and uses local image contrasts. The local image contrast of a pixel is often defined as the range of the intensities of the pixel's neighborhood. If the contrast is high, the pixel is likely to belong to a transition area in between foregrounds and backgrounds, and it belongs to foregrounds or backgrounds otherwise. Therefore, local image contrasts are often thresholded, and low contrast regions are classified into foregrounds or backgrounds depending on some local statistics [16] . Su [17] first computed a local contrast image using the local minimum and maximum within a local neighborhood window and then thresholded the contrast image to identify high contrast pixels. High contrast pixels were regarded as boundary pixels of foregrounds, and their intensities were used to determine local thresholds. Su [18] combined an image contrast map and an edge detector to detect high contrast edge pixels, and the mean and standard deviation of the edge pixel intensities were used to define local thresholds.
Background subtraction is another approach, which first estimates an image background intensity surface and then applies a global thresholding on the outcome of subtracting the background intensity surface from an input image. Gatos [13] roughly split an input image into background and foreground pixels, and the background pixel intensities were interpolated to define a background intensity surface and the corresponding local threshold policy. The major weakness of this approach is that it is difficult to achieve a good initial separation of the background region when an input image has uneven background and heavy noises. Polynomial smoothing [19] is a background subtraction approach that does not require any rough estimates of foreground and background regions. Lu [1] applied the polynomial smoothing to directly estimate the background surface without any rough estimates of foreground and background regions, which was combined with an edge detection algorithm to determine local thresholds.
Edge-level thresholding was also popularly used for a local adaptive thresholding. Parker [20, 21] first located the edge pixels of foregrounds using an existing edge detector and smoothly interpolated the edge pixels to build spatially varying thresholds. As a similar approach, Chen [22] used the Canny's edge detector to extract edge pixels, and a region growing was applied with the edge pixels as seeds. Ramirez-Ortegon [23] proposed the generalization of an edge pixel to the concept of transition pixel. Transition pixels are first identified, and the dark regions surrounded by the transition pixels are identified as foregrounds.
Among other notable approaches, there is an approach based on the Markov random field modeling of an input image, which regards the target binary image as a binary Markov random field that minimizes a cost function. Howe [24] combined the Laplacian of an input image and edge detection results to define the cost function. This approach became the basis for the first winner of the 2016 hand written document binarization contest [25] .
The aforementioned local adaptive thresholding approaches have been successfully applied for many applications and validated using many benchmark datasets such as multiple DIBCO datasets [25] . Among the existing approaches, we follow and advance the background subtraction approach that first estimates the background of an input image and then applies a global thresholding on the outcome of subtracting the background estimate from the input image. The main contribution of this paper is to advance the background subtraction approach with a novel robust background estimation method and a global threshold selection approach. More details are summarized as follows:
• The major contribution is to develop a robust background intensity surface estimation method. The existing approaches estimate the background intensity surface by interpolating the intensities of background pixels [13] or edge pixels [21] , so a prior identification of background pixels or edge pixels is required. However, the prior identification is challenging under uneven background and heavy noises. The global polynomial smoothing [1] is a method that does not require any prior identification of edges or backgrounds, but it still requires edge detections for the subsequent foreground detection. In addition, we found that the method generates some image artifacts on its background estimate, mainly because the smoothing was individually applied to each row and column of an input image. Our new approach provides a more robust option for background estimation. It borrows a robust regression concept to formulate and solve the background estimation, which is less affected by other outlying image features such as foreground pixels and noise pixels. In addition, the proposed approach does not require prior identification of edges or backgrounds.
• For the second thresholding step of our approach, we propose a global threshold selector distinct from many existing binarization approaches. Following the signal processing literatures [26] , we formulate an image thresholding problem as a sparse regression problem to recover the true signal from a noisy signal, where the choice of a threshold is related to the determination of the signal sparsity parameter. We use a model selection criterion for selecting the sparsity parameter and thus the corresponding threshold. This approach is distinct from the existing binarization approaches that use the histogram of image intensities or statistics of edge pixels.
• The practical values of the proposed approach is (a) to provide a robust option for image binarization for multiple contexts including document image binarization and microscopy analysis and (b) to improve the accuracy of the existing morphological image segmentation methods that require an accurate binary silhouette of foregrounds as inputs.
We validated these points with 26 benchmark images, comparing to nine existing methods.
Method
Let Y (i, j) denote the (i, j)th pixel intensity of an input image of size m × n, where foregrounds look darker than backgrounds. A local adaptive thresholding finds a local threshold T (i, j) for the (i, j)th pixel to threshold the input image into a binary image,
All image pixel (i, j)'s where B(i, j) = 1 are foreground pixels, and the other pixels are background pixels. The background subtraction approach for a local thresholding applies the following threshold [13] ,
where L(i, j) represents the background intensity at the (i, j)th pixel, and τ is a global threshold. When L(i, j) is known, the original thresholding (1) is equivalent to applying the following global thresholding to the subtraction of background L(i, j) from the input Y (i, j),
The methods of estimating L(i, j) and τ determine the performance of the background subtraction approach. We propose novel approaches to estimate them. Section 3.1 describes the estimation of L(i, j), and Section 3.2 describes the estimation of τ .
Robust regression for estimating L(i, j)
The input image Y (i, j) is mixed with background L(i, j), foreground F (i, j) and noise E(i, j) as
so estimating L(i, j) hidden under foregrounds and noises is not straightforward. One possible approach is to roughly estimate the pixel locations where F (i, j) ≈ 0 and interpolate the intensities of the pixels to estimate L(i, j) like the existing approaches [1, 13] . However, finding the (i, j)'s that F (i, j) ≈ 0 is as difficult as solving the original binarization problem (1). Another possibility is to apply a smooth regression that interpolates Y (i, j)'s. In many applications, the background intensity surface L(i, j) change smoothly over (i, j), while F (i, j) or E(i, j) adds intensity jumps on the smooth background.
Under the circumstances, estimating the smooth background can be possibly achieved by fitting a regression model to Y (i, j)'s with a square loss and a smoothness penalty,
where ∇ 2 L(i, j) is the 2nd order derivative of L at (i, j), and λ is a tuning parameter that determines the degree of smoothness penalty. The smoothing turned out to be insufficient in our numerical experiment, where the estimated L(i, j) was still significantly affected by F (i, j). Simply increasing smoothness penalty λ had not solved this issue. To be more specific, we looked at the optimal solution of (4) for an example electron microscope image, while varying λ from 1 to 1000000. Figure 2 shows one row of ground truth L(i, j) and the same rows of the solution of (4) with different λ's. As shown in Fig. 2 -(a), the row contains a mild slope in the background (red line), while foreground objects make significant intensity ditches on the slope. Applying the smoothing spline (4) with a small λ is led to an overfit to deep foreground ditches as shown in Fig. 2 -(b) and -(c). Increasing λ incurs a huge bias from the true background slope; see Fig. 2 -(d). To reduce the effect of the foreground-caused-intensity-ditches on a background estimate, we borrow the concept of a robust regression in statistics [27] . In Section 3.1.1, we describe how we formulate the background estimation problem, and the solution approach is described in Section 3.1.2. 
Formulation
The basic idea of our formulation is as follows. We regards foreground-caused intensity ditches as outliers deviating from a smooth background intensity surface. Estimating a smooth background intensity surface is formated as a robust regression problem that fits a regression model to an input image with minimal effect of the outliers. In the statistical literature [27] , the square loss criterion (
2 for fitting L(i, j) is known to be sensitive to outliers. This is because the square loss is quickly increasing as absolute error |Y (i, j) − L(i, j)| increases, so the regression fitting procedure that minimizes the square loss is prone to overfitting to outliers to avoid a huge surge of the square loss. In the robust statistics literature [27] , more robust loss functions were proposed in the form of the weighted square loss,
where the weighting factor W (i, j) is defined to lower weights on the (i, j)'s that outliers locate; smaller weights on outlier regions makes the outcome of the regression less affected by outlying features. A popular choice for the weight factor is the Huber loss weight [27] ,
otherwise, where δ = 1.346 is a popular choice. The Huber loss places lower weights for higher absolute difference |Y (i, j)−L(i, j)|, so the effect of extreme outliers on the regression estimate can be mitigated. We use the Huber loss to formulate a robust regression for a background surface intensity,
In the next section, we describe our modeling choice of L(i, j) and our solution approach for problem (5).
Solution Approach: Boosting Regression
We model the background intensity surface L(i, j) as an additive model of products of two one-dimensional functions,
where U k (i) is a one-dimensional function of row index i, and V k (j) is a one-dimensional function of column index j. This model has much less degrees of freedom than the full matrix of L(i, j); The degrees of freedom of the additive model is at most K × (M + N ) when a degree of freedom is placed every i for U k and is placed every j for V k , while the size of L(i, j) is M × N . Depending on the choice of K, it can model a simple background or a very complex background. For the time being, we assume K is fixed, and we will later explain how K can be chosen.
We solve problem (5) with L(i, j) in the additive form of (6) . An additive form of a regression function can be naturally fit by the boosting regression [28, Chapter 10] . Based on the boosting regression procedure, we devise Algorithm 1. It starts with L(i, j) = 0 and sequentially expands L(i, j) with new functions through K stages. Let L (k−1) (i, j) denote the result of the boosting regression after the (k − 1)th stage. At the kth stage, a new product function
plus the added term minimizes the objective function of (5) without changing the other terms added in the previous stages,
where
as the residual of fit after the (k −1)th stage. The kth stage is basically equivalent to fitting U k (i) × V k (j) to the residual,
Once U k and V k are determined, the update
is performed as the last step of the kth stage. The number of the stages performed determines the number of product function terms in the additive model. We use the following stopping criterion to determine when we stop the sequential addition,
where ||U k (i)|| 2 2 is the L2-norm of a function that is approximated by its discrete version
2 , and similarly
The stopping criterion practically implies that adding additional terms to the additive model is unnecessary when the last term added is ignorable. The overall algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 Boosting Regression
2 < , stop and otherwise continue.
7: end for
The remainder of this section is focused on detailing how to solve each stage formulated as problem (7), i.e., line 3 of Algorithm 1. We first model U (i) as a smooth function that interpolates discrete points {(i, u i ); i = 1, 2, . . . , m}, where the term 'smooth function' implies that the second order derivative of a function has a bounded magnitude. Therefore, U (i) = u i , and the first and second order derivatives of U (i) are approximated by the central difference approximation of the first and second derivatives of U (i),
Similarly, we model V (j) as a smooth function that interpolates discrete points {(j, v j ); j = 1, 2, . . . , n}, so
With the modeling of U (i) and V (j), we can restate the robust loss in problem (7) as follows:
and the smoothness term in the objective function of (7) is the Frobenius norm of the Hessian matrix of (U × V )(i, j),
Combining (8) and (9), we can rewrite the objective function of problem (7) as
Let us simplify the expression using some vector and matrix notations. Let
as its (i, j)th element, and let W 1/2 denote the m × n matrix with W (i, j) as its (i, j)th element. We also introduce a m × m matrix Ω m to represent the quadratic term
T Ω m u, and introduce another m × m matrix Γ m to represent the quadratic term
2 as u T Γ m u. Similarly, we introduce two n × n matrices, Ω n and Γ n , for representing the quadratic terms
2 respectively. The vectorial form of (10) is
where • is the Hadamard product operator and || · || F is the Frobenius norm.
Problem (7) that minimizes f (u, v; λ) for u and v can be solved by the coordinate descent algorithm, which iterates two steps: (a) optimizing u while fixing v and (b) optimizing v while fixing u. We first derive the optimization procedure for u with fixed v. Please note that the Frobenius norm of an arbitrary matrix X is
where vec(X) is the vectorization of the matrix X. The vectorization of
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product, I m is an identity matrix of size m, and diag(v) is a diagonal matrix with the elements of v as its diagonal elements.
The previous expression is restated as
and the following Frobenius norm is
where W = W 1/2 W 1/2 . The partial derivative of f (u, v; λ) with respect to u is
= 0 for u gives the optimal solution for u when v is fixed,
Similarly, the update procedure for v can be derived. Let U = (I n ⊗ u).
Using the properties of the vectorization, vec(W
and
The partial derivatives of f (u, v; λ) with respect to v are
= 0 gives the optimal solution for v when u is fixed,
Once both of u and v is updated, the weighting factor W is updated using
Updating u, v and W (i, j)'s are repeated until convergence. The details of the algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Iterative Optimization
Input: residual R (k) , λ, . Output: u and v 1: Initialization: r k = vec(R (k) ). Set u old = 0 and v old = 0. Set u and v with the first left and right singular vectors of R (k) .
Update W using the formula (11).
4:
Update
T Γ n vΓ m and V = v ⊗ I m .
5:
Compute u old = u and u = (V T WV + λΩ u|v ) −1 V T Wr k .
6:
Update Ω v|u = u T Ω m uI n + u T uΩ n + 2u T Γ m uΓ n and U = I n ⊗ u.
7:
Compute v old = v and v = (U
The proposed algorithm has a tuning parameter λ that determines the smoothness of the background estimation. We run Algorithm 2 with different values of λ. Let u λ and v λ denote the outputs of the algorithm with a choice of λ. We choose λ based on the criterion,
The values of λ that we considered are {10 −4 , 10 −2 , 10 0 , 10 2 , 10 4 }.
The proposed algorithm was applied for the example data used in Figure 2 . It worked very well as illustrated in Figure 3 . More examples can be found in Section 4.1.
Choosing τ
This section describes how to choose a global threshold τ that binarizes the background subtracted image Y (i, j) − L(i, j) as follows:
Once the background subtraction is subtracted, one may consider to apply the popular global threshold selector on Y (i, j) − L(i, j) such as Otsu [2] . The Otsu threshold selector is based on the histogram of Y (i, j) − L(i, j), and it works best when the histogram is bimodal. However, for most of our example images, the histograms looked unimodal, which is mainly because the number of foreground pixels is significantly dominated by the number of background pixels. We formulate the threshold selection problem as a model selection problem of a regression parameter and use a model selection criterion to select a threshold. j) . From the literature [28] , it is well known that the hard-thresholded imageỸ (i, j)B(i, j) is the optimal solution for the L0-penalized regression problem,
Therefore, the threshold selection of τ can be recast as the model selection problem of L0 penalty parameter τ 2 . Many model selection criteria for a regularized regression were proposed, including the Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), C p statistics and model description length (MDL) [28] . More recently, the generalized model description length (gMDL) was proposed [29] , and it takes a mixture form that can choose one in between two selection criteria, AIC and BIC, depending on which is best for data in hand. We use the gMDL criterion to select τ . Let
, where I(·) is the indicator function. Based on [29, equation (16) ], the gMDL for problem (3.2) is defined as follows: if the coefficient of determination for τ 2 is less than mn/p τ , gM DL(τ ) is mn 2 log log(mn) otherwise. We evaluated gM DL(τ ) for each τ value in all unique valuesỸ (i, j)'s, and choose one that achieves the lowest gMDL value.
Numerical Evaluation
We evaluated our approach using three benchmark datasets that consist of 26 test images and the corresponding ground truth binary images. The first benchmark dataset is DIBCO 2011, which was provided as a part of the 2011 ICDAR document image binarization contest [30] . As shown in Figure  4 , the dataset consists of eight optical character recognition document images and their groundtruth binary images. The second benchmark dataset is H-DIBCO 2016, which was provided as a part of the 2016 ICFHR handwritten document image binarization contest [25] , and it comes with ten scan images of handwritten documents as shown in Figure 5 . The third dataset is NANOPARTICLE, which contains eight electron microscope images and corresponding ground truth binary images as shown in Figure 6 . The microscope images were experimentally produced using a high-resolution transmission electron microscope by our collaborators at Pacific Northwest National Lab, and each of them contains tens to hundreds of nanoparticles over an uneven and noisy background. The ground truth binary images for the first two datasets are given as parts of the datasets, and those for the last dataset were manually generated in our lab.
We used the benchmark datasets to perform two kinds of evaluation. The first evaluation is to test the image binarization performance of our approach, with comparison to nine other local adaptive thresholding methods. The second evaluation is to show how the proposed approach improves the accuracy of morphological image segmentation methods in terms of segmenting overlapping foreground objects, because we believe that an improved binarization method can significantly improve the accuracy of morphological image segmentation methods that use the binary silhouette of foregrounds as an input. The outcomes of the first evaluation is summarized in Section 4.1, and the outcomes of the second evaluation is summarized and discussed in Section 4.2.
Image Binarization Outcomes
We compared the binarization performance of our proposed approach with nine state-of-the-art image binarization methods including NIBLACK [12] , BERNSE [16] , GATOS [13] , BRADLEY [31] , SAUV [14] , PHAN [15] , LU [1] , SU [18] , and HOWE [24] ; the HOWE was the base of the first place winner of the 2016 ICFHR handwritten document image binarization contest [25] . The performance metrics that were used for the document binarization contest are applied in this paper, including the F-measure (FM), pseudo F-measure (PFM), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), distance reciprocal distortion metric (DRD) and misclassification penalty metric (MPM). The FM is based on the pixel-wise binarization recall and precision,
where RC and P R are the binarization recall and precision respectively. The PFM uses the pseudo binarization recall and precision, which consider distance weights of pixels to the nearest contours of foregrounds in computing the recall and precision. The PSNR is 10 log(C 2 /M SE), where M SE and C refer the mean square error and the average intensity level difference between foregrounds and backgrounds. The DRD has been used to measure the visual distortion of an estimated binary image from its ground truth counterpart; its complex formula is given in literature [32] . The MPM is defined as
where D is a scaling constant, N F N is the number of false negatives, N F P is the number of false positives respectively, d i F N is the distance from the ith false negative to the nearest foreground contour pixel in the ground truth, and d i F P is the distance from the ith false positive to the nearest foreground contour pixel in the ground truth. Higher FM, PFM and PSNR are better, while lower DRD and M P M are better. Table 1 presents the numbers of the performance metrics for the first dataset, and Table 2 presents those for the second dataset. The numbers in the tables are the performance metrics averaged over all test images in each dataset. The performance metrics of our proposed approach are very comparable to those of the two top performers for the first dataset and the second dataset. The first two datasets contain little noises but complex background patterns due to document degradation and imperfectly erased handwritings. Our approach has shown competitive performance in handling such complexities. In particularly, the proposed approach performed better than the existing approaches for image 1 and image 4 in the first dataset and for images 4, 8, and 10 in the second dataset. Those images have more complicated background variations than the other documents images. Figures 7 and 8 show illustrative outcomes of our approach for those images. In the figures, we can see that the backgrounds estimated by our approach successfully captured the complex patterns of document image backgrounds, so the foreground estimates were not much affected by the image backgrounds.
On the other hand, our proposed approach outperformed the nine state-ofthe-art binarization methods significantly for the last dataset. Table 3 summarizes the five performance metrics for the last dataset. The major difference of the last dataset from the previous two datasets is that the last dataset has significantly higher background noises and larger foreground sizes. When a noise level is very high (i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio of an input image is low), local image contrasts are significantly affected by image noises, which causes the methods based on a local image contrast map (such as [18] ) less competitive for the last dataset. When foreground sizes are large and noises are severe, estimating the image background accurately is quite challenging. This is why the background subtraction method such as [1] [13] did not work well for the last dataset. Under the circumstances, our proposed approach is still able to capture the background very robustly. The background estimates of our approach are presented in Figure 9 , which shows the robustness of our background estimator.
Effects on Image Segmentation
Our approach performed well in image binarization for all 26 test images. The great image binarization outcomes of the proposed approach can be used in a morphological image segmentation method to improve the overall accuracy of identifying individual foreground objects under overlaps. This section shows how our approach can improve the existing morphological image segmentation methods.
We use the NANOPARTICLE dataset for this study, which contains eight microscope images of overlapping nanoparticles; the other two datasets do not have any foreground overlap issues, so those were not included in this study. Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of the eight images in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the background variation and the foreground density; the definitions of the characteristics are described in the table caption. Images having higher foreground densities contain more foreground overlaps, e.g., Img 1, Img 2 and Img 5. Three morphological image segmentation methods are considered in this testing, including ultimate erosion for convex sets (UECS) [3] , bounded erosion with fast radial symmetry (BE-FRS) [5] and morphological multiscale method (MSD) [4] , which are specialized for segmenting overlapping objects in microscope images. We counted the number of falsely identified foreground objects (false positives) and the number of unidentified identified foreground objects (false negatives) for the three methods when their built-in image binarization are applied as well as when our approach replaced the built-in binarization. Table 5 summarizes the number of false positives and false negatives for the eight test images. The morphological image segmentation methods produced significantly many false negatives and false positives in particular for the coexistence of background variations and high noise levels such as Img 3 and Img 5. This is mainly because the built-in image binarization algorithms in the morphological image segmentation methods worked poorly for the test images. Using the proposed binarization outcome as input to the morphological image segmentation methods significantly reduced the numbers of false positives and false negatives. Figure 10 illustrates the image segmentation outcomes of the UECS [3] and the proposed approach combined with the UECS for Img 3 and Img 5. This illustration clearly shows how the proposed approach improved the existing morphological image segmentation methods for complex image segmentation works.
Conclusion
We presented a new approach that solves an image binarization problem under significant background variations and noises. Figure 10 : Comparison of UECS [3] with UECS + Proposed Approach. With significant background variation, the original UECS missed a number of foreground objects. If the binarization outcome of the proposed approach is used in the UECS, the foreground detection can be significantly improved.
estimates the background intensity variation of an input image and subtracts the estimate from the input to achieve a flat-background image, which is thresholded by a global thresholding approach to get the final binary outcome. For robust estimation of a background intensity variation, we proposed a robust regression approach to recover a smooth intensity surface of an image background which is buried under foreground intensities and noise intensities. A global threshold selector was proposed, based on a model selection criterion. With the improved background estimator and threshold selector, the proposed approach has shown great binarization performance quite uniformly for all of our 26 benchmark images including 18 document images and eight microscopy images. We also showed how the improved binarization performance can be used for complex image segmentation works of segmenting overlapping foregrounds under uneven background and heavy noises. We believe that the proposed approach has great values in robust image binarization and image segmentation.
